
Sara Batts (Theology for Ministry) – Cambodia, Summer 2015 

“Serve Asia” trip with OMF International, Siem Reap and Phnom Penh, Cambodia, 

OMF International is a mission agency. This short visit had a number of aims. I wanted to understand what 
Christianity looked like in a culture that is Buddhist; to see how Cambodian cultural values worked or clashed 
with Christian values; and to see something of the post-Khmer Rouge society and how it has recovered. As an 
ordinand, these questions would help me assess my own perceptions of faith and society. Experience in school 
chaplaincy would provide a contrast to university chaplaincy and further broaden my experience of workplace 
roles. 

Cambodia 31 August – 13 September  

I flew into Siem Reap, which is a tourist focused town. I got very used to riding on the back of my host 
Marguerite's motorbike as we went to various places, including the Landmine museum, local markets and local 
church. 

I spent time with all of the OMF missionaries in the Siem Reap team. Marguerite's husband, Alex, works with 
the student community, and I went with him to a Saturday afternoon Bible study. Alex taught in English, since I 
was there, which helped - I got very used to listening to Khmer, though I still only understand a few words. I 
visited two villages where churches were being planted. One is a village created by the government after the 
banks of the river in Siem Reap were cleared of the people living there. It has sanitation, and electricity: but no 
school, or clinic; and for those who made a living as tailors or mechanics, no passing trade so no viable 
business. This contrasted with an old village is further out of Siem Reap, and the people there are better off as 
they have always been farmers, so they have land and resources. In both villages, I sat in on children’s Bible 
studies and an adult home group.  

Before I travelled, I had read a lot about the Khmer Rouge regime, and what happened in Pol Pot's time. I knew 
about the forced evacuation from the cities, the separation of people, the torture and death. I knew I would be 
visting Tuol Sleng, where men, women and children were detained, and the Killing Fields outside Phnom Penh. 
What I wasn't expecting was to hear first hand the testimony of a survivor, sitting over a coffee in the team 
centre garden. I'm still at a loss for words to describe that particular experience. Tuol Sleng has on show some 
of the thousands of photographs of victims the Khmer Rouge took - people in their last hours or days until 
execution, staring at the camera. That is chilling. 

I visited Jesus Village Church, set next to a garment factory near the slums along the railway track. Here, I 
heard amazing stories of transformation, of the hope they are providing, and the work their nine daughter 
churches are carrying out. I also had a good chat about the problems the university students have with 
Facebook use - a reminder just how closely connected we all are. 

I don’t feel that I necessarily answered all the questions I had. I have perhaps come away with better 
questions, and I won’t forget my surprise at seeing a shrine in the middle of a very Western-feeling 
supermarket. But what was more challenging was how the 'gospel was shared,' -I am working through what 
role an overseas missionary might play in 21st century. I'm left wondering how Cambodia will continue its 
recovery - it is a corrupt society, and dependent on overseas aid. I'm left wondering how I can develop my 
ideas about mission and evangelism.  


